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(Journal of the Faculty of Science, Hokkaido University, Japan, Ser. II, Vol. III, No; 8, 1950.) 

Heat Transfer from the Surface ij,f the Solid 
Body in "tbe Turbulent Air Stream: 

By 

Ter.uko SOEYA 

(Received March 2, 194'7)* 

The problem of cooliilg was experimentally investigated. 'the data WaS analysed f~On:l 
the point of view of thestatistica1.theo';y of turbulerfee, and a shnple relation, between ~he 
heat tramf er coeffici~nt and the statistical factors of turbulence was obtained. 

I. Introduction. 

Experimental investigations of the cooling of a solid body' in 
the turbulent air stream have been carried out' by many authors . 

. The dependence of the he~t tr~nsfer coefficient upon the velocity 

of the main stream, the geometrical form and th~ surface ~6ndltion 
of· the cooled body was merely investigated and a quantitative re

lation between the heat transfer coefficient and the state ofturbu
lent flow was little treated. According to the result of my pre
liminary experiment, however, the quantitative relation between 

the heat transfer coefficient and the state of turbulent flow must 
be indispensable for manifesting the problem of cooling in" the 
turbulent air stream. There are somefadors which characterize 
the turbule~t field, and the factors have cehain contributions to the 
heat transfer coefficient. In order to know the mechanism of cooling 

from the surface of a solid body in the turbulent air stream, it is 
necessary to grasp a clear conception of the state of turbulent field 
and to describe it quantitatively from that p()int of view. 

Assuming that the turbulent field is composed from eddies. 
Taylor(J) succeeded in 1915 in determining a statistical description of 

* Presented at the annual Tokyo meeting of The Physical Society of Japan, May, ]946. 
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the turbule~t field by introducing'the following quantities, i.e. the 

scale of turbulence and. the average. size of the smallest eddies 

which are responsible fpr the energy dissipa,tion by viscosity, and he 

obtained some interestin,g result about the decay of turbulence. 

Thereafter a more generalized theory of turbulence was published 

by Karman and Howarth*. These two theories are almost identical , 
in principle. By Karman and Howarth,(2) the:scale of turbulence grows 

slowly'as the observing point moves towards the down stream, while 

Taylor assumed that the scale of turbulence is some definite fraction 

of a mesh length of square mesh grid to which the turbulence in 

the air stream is due. Whether this assumption is appropriate or 

not, and to what extent it must be modified, must be judged from 
the experimental results. However, a linear law with respect to the 

decay of turbulence which is derived as a result of Taylor's assump

tion, proves to agree satisfactorily with experiments. Accordingly 

Taylor's theory may be thought to be true in the first approxim-

atiort. The experiments refered to Taylor's theory have been 

sufficiently performed, hence in our case the numerical values of the 

statistical factors of turbulence are easily available. Consequently 

by using of Taylor's theory the analysis of our experimental results 

was carried out and the relations between the heat transfer coe

fficient and the statistical factors of turbulence were sought. 

II. Heat Transfer from the Surface of a c:ylinder 

whose Axis is Perpendicular to the Direction 

of the Main Stream. 

A. Case of diM = 0.33. 

(i). METHOD OF EXPERIMENT. 

A brass cylinder was arranged in a wind tunnel of Effel type 

* Although Kiuman and Howarth's theory is more generalized, the derived formula represent

ing the statistical factors of turbulence contains some constants which have to be determined 

by experiment. The experimental determinations of these constants' have not yet been 

accomplished_ As these numerical valnes of the constants are necessary for the application 

of Karman and Howarth's theory, no atten1pt was made to use it: 
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so as to make its axis horizontal and perpendicular to the ~irection 

of the main stream. The diameters of the· cylinders D were 3.8, 

1.9 and 0.95 cm. The cylinder· was electrically heated by inserting 

heating coils into the inner. part. A .very slender thermojunction 

(Cu- constantan, B.S.-40) was soldered at the middle point of the 

axial length of the cylinder and the. temperature distribution of the 

upper half part of the cylinder was measured by rotating the 
cyiinder everY,20 degrees of angle. In this case the temperature 

distributions of the upper and lower parts of the cylinder were 

nearly symmetrical so that the sman difference of the temperature' 

between the both parts was neglected. Temperature of air at a 

point sufficiently separated from the surface of .the cylinder was 

measured "by another thermojunction. 
For simplicity we use the following notations: 

. the heat transfer coefficient of the cylinder, 

the surface temperature of the cylinder (iri°C), 

the temperature of air (in 'C), 

Q. the amount of heat supplied per unit area of the surface 

of the cooled body in unit time (in Cal), 

(0.-00)'"': the mean value of(08~Oo) measured at each 20° of the 

. circumference of the cylinder, 

i the heating current (in amp)" 

R the electrical resistance of the heating coil . (in ohm), 

D the outer diameter of the cylinder (in cm), 
L the length of the cylinder (in em). 

In a completely stationary state Q is giVel} by the following relation 

Q = u",(O.-Oo)",' 

On the other hand, When i is kept constant Q is given by 

Q = 0.236 Ri2!(1rDI:). 
., 

Therefore On. will be calculated by the formula: 

0.236Ri2 1 
Ilm = 1rDL (O.-Ob).,. 

Cal ( 1 ) 

where the quantities .in the right hand side are all obtainable from '. . 
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experiment. 

As sho.wn in Fig. 1, the square mesh grids made fro.m the thick 

paper 3mm in thickness were arranged so. as to. change the distance 

x fro.m the center of the cy:linder~By 

changing x, the state o.f the turbulent field 

(i.e. the values o.f the statistical facto.rs o.f 

turbulence) surro.unding the cylinder is 

altered.· Fo.r vario.us valu~s o.f x, the tem

perature distributio.ns o.f the surface o.f 

the cylinder were measured. The values 
of the ratio. djM was 0.33 and the values 

. of M were 3.8, 3.0, 2.4, 2.1 and 1.5.cm. 

I· 

~ 1-. 
I. 
k~-,~X:~---> 

JOQOC 
Jg:u.D [ 
]UDO[ 
"1 ;--1·11 h r 

Fig.] Arr41tgement of ap
;paratus m,d square
tn/!s h grid. 

d : breadth o.f thick paper (in cm) 

M: mesh lengtho.f square mesh as sho.wn in Fig. 1 (in'cm) 

The decay o.fturbulence pro.duced by the square mesh grids 

having different M, bli:t in geo.metrical similarity, must all o.bey the 

. same law. In the case o.f d/M = 0.33, the law abo.ut the decay o.f 

the intensity .o.f turbulence u'/U has been represented by the fo.l
Io.wing fo.rmula by Simmo.ns and Salter's experiment(S): 

then 

where 

U/u' ....:.... - 0.7 + 1.32 x/M, 
AIM = 1.95 (v/Mu')l/2, 

t;: velo.city of main stream (in cm/sec), 

u': co.mpo.nent o.f turbulent velo.city, 

A : average size o.f the smallest eddies, 
v : kinematic visCo.sity .. 

(2) 

(3) 

As the numerical values o.f u'jU and AIM fo.r a arbitrarily given 

x are easily calculated by the ;:tbo.ve fo.rmulae, we can analyse the 

pro.blem o.f coo.ling in the turbulent . air stream fro.m the standpo.int 

of statistical theo.ry of. turbulence and co.nnect the heat transfer 

. coefficient with the statistical facto.rs o.f turbulence. 

(ii) EXPERIMENTAL RERULTR AND DISCUSSION. 

( 1) Relation between am and x. 

In Fig. 2 a'll is plotted a!{ainst x for various values of M. Each 
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curve of(Jmt~kes its minimum value at 
x = 55cID,' which is almost independentoI 
Mi, lJandU. 

(2) Relationbetweenu",and u/jU. 

For the given value o:£U, am depends 
upon the state of turbtilentfiow,wllich 
varies with x. Accordingly, in order to 
find the effect of the state of the turbu
lence on tne'cooling, the relation between 
(1m and the factors of turbulence at va-

. O."'::3.f:C?Jl. 

U:tMOUft#tJC 

Ftg. 2 Memt· heat tI-=!er 
coefficient am as (nnc

.' ti01t of X. 

rious observing points must 'be investigated. 
At fiI'st u'/U is easily esti:rnated fr.omthe formula (2) for a given 

o. OS 

Fig. 3 Mean heat trmtsfer coeffieient am 
as function of Nltmsityof turbu
lence zljU. 

Fig. 4 

D I.:!J4$" 

Relation between mesh lengt!t 
.lIf and intensity of turb/llenee 
which corresponds to the mi· 
nimum p(Jiuts 0/ CUnles i11. 

Fig. " (u'Ju)*. 

x. In Fig. 3 am is plotted against u'/U for various values of M. Each 
curve of a ... takes its minimum value at a certain value of u'/U, 

i.e. (u'/U)*. Its dependence upon M is shown in Fig. 4 and expressed 
by the following formula: 

(u'/(j)* = 0,0165 M - 0.0074. (4) 

In the region (u'IU)«u'IU)*, am decreases rapidly with increases of 
u//U, although the intensity of turbulence must have !it great pesitive 

• Influence on the heat transfer. In the regian: (u'fU) >(u''fU)'i'f., am 
increases with u'IU. Fromthisfaet, it maybe suggested that there 
wHlbe some other factors which act 011 thephenqm~non <:>f cooling-
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so as to cancel the effect of the intensity of turbulence. ' IIi the 
region where theintensity of turbulence is J;ather weak, the effect 
of these factors on the cooling will become c;onspicuous by overcoming 
the effect of the intensity of the turbulence. 

(3) Relatio.n bet~een a", and A(M. 

If am is assumed to be linearly proportional to u'IU, the J:'atio 
um!(u'/U) becomes independent of u'!U.When a",/(u'/U) is plotted 

QOt 

, t-=o.33 
0=3,8_ 
lL= ('90_/<", 

.a M~2.I&Io(.. 

.. M=2.~ 

.. M.:3,O~ 

M=3.8""", 

Fig. Ii Rela~ionbet1uetn a7i./(u'IU) and 
J.jM for various va/zles of M, 

against I./M for various values 
ofM; U",/(u'/U) increases withA/M, 
as can be seen from Fig, 5, and 
therelatio;n between fl'f/J(U'/U) 

and A(Mis shown by the straight 
;2' ' 

lines with inflection at (AIM)r . 

The proportional coefficient in
crea'ses suddenly at ()JM)I' De
noting the points where the 
AIM -axis is cut by the straight, 
lines in the region A/M«A/M)r 

by a, the corresponding point~ in the region ,A/M> (i.(M)I by af
, and 

denoting the proportional coefficient or the slope of the two groups 
" - .. 

v,Db 

I 
M 

" ~.L.-J...-..L.-;""""';""""'L..-L. 
" 4./ 'Q..2 a3 (,t4' as - 0"1. 4" 

Fig. 6 Ordinate (a) ~epre;ents t/u 
values. of ).1 M where AIM 
·axis is cut by stl'aight lines 
which lie in tlle regioltsma/!er 
th,m the h;/lfCtilJ1l points tit 

F£g.,s. , 

a' 
aiD 

Fig. 7 Ordilzate (a') represents tlte 
valup of J.I M when ),j M 
·axis is cut by the straigl,t 
li:m:s u)ltz'ch ,lie in' the region 
larger lha" lhe h;/lection po
ints. in Fig. 5. 

of atraight lines by c and c'respectively, the following formulae can 
be obtained from Fig .. 5. • 

o",l(u'/U) =c (J-IM-a), c --: 0.50 for J./M«A/M)r, 
{J11I/(u'!U)=;c'(A/M~a'), c = 0:17 for, )./M>(A/M)l' 

(5 ) 

(5' ) 
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From Figs. 6 and 7 the relation between Mand a ora' is respectively 

a = 0.09/Mj· 

'a' = 0.14JM. 

(6) 

(6' ) 

Therefore the mean heat transfer coefficient is represented by the 
formulae: 

am = 0:50 (u'IU) (11M) (A-0.09) for A/M«AIM)r, ( 7 ) 

a-;'= 0.77 (u'IU) (11M) (A-0.14) for A/M>(A/M)r. (7' ) 

The above experimental result is obtained in the case of .0='3.8 

em and U =690 cm/sec. 

Even if D is changed, the above relations (7) and (7.1) between 

(Jrn. and the statistical factors of turbulence are formally invariant, 
and cand C' alone increase asD decJ:!eases as shown in Ffgs;8 and 
9. Moreover even ifU is varied, thefornlUlae (7) and (7') hold its 

fv1 '" .2:1".", 

u~ ~90 ~/.<Uc:· 
o..og 

0.06 
o D= 3.8C'" 

• ' D= 1.9"'" , 
oq$ 

,0 

0.03 

6.02. 

... a,,43 

D.Q5 0,10 

Fig. 8 Relation between (J.m/(u'/U) and 

J./M for various values qf D. 

< c 

H '\2:'~:0:/~ 
~1i" . . . : _______ _ 

~&. ">-~ 

qt 

~r . 
,,~··o~ -.;..,-' .. ''-.0 --:-,-. ,7., --,-.,--.,..1,'"', '"~" 

Fig. 9 Proportiolta! coefficients c altJ cl 

as fUfzctions of diameter of cylin
der D. 

0,/0 d 'f.1:i 2.1 en\. ' 
0..09"% D", l.'1<7IL 

o.~S ~ 1(." 96ocm4ee 
41 1,(,= 900 'I, 

0.07 0 U, = 69t'A 'I . 

0,06 if U. =6/0 ., 

ooS X u. .. 'too ., 

0.04 

(I,oJ 

(l,01. 

00/ 

0. '1--~,'.o:z,4J=--'-'=-'-<'-,,·O,:.::.IO.!-' -:""'-~ 
v.oS .,0 

;1 

Fig. 10 Relation between arn/(ul/U) ana, 

J.f M for varioUs values of u. 

b=-I.9cm 
1'1.;!.1l-1fI 

, c' 

",° 0 '0 ..tv )0 .~;so. ,,~, '0 ,IiO ,0 I;I~\.'~;O~) 

. Fig. 11 . Proportional coefficients':c altd c' ' 

\ as functions of square of velocity 

of main ~t~ea1;Z U. 
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form unchanged and hI' this- ease e and e' increase linearLy with the 

squar~ of U as can be seen from Figs. 10 and 11. In the case of 

D = 1.9 em, the relation between U 2 and c or c' is shown in Fig. 11 

and expres~ed by 

c = 0.16 + 0.0085 x 1O-4U2
, € 8} 

( 8' ) 

However, as can be seen from Fig. 11, when U reduces to about 400 

em/sec the value of c' deviates from the above relation. 
Thus the mean heat transfer coefficient can be represented by 

the following formula; 

am = c (u'/U) (l/M) (A-k). ( 9) , 

In the formula e and k increase their values at (AlM)I' and, c 

depends up€>n the geometrical form of the cooled body and the 
velocity of main stream, while k is independent ot' them. Conse~ 

quently it can be manifested that the mean heat transfer coefficient 

is represented by the pr9duct of two quantities, the one (u'IU) (l/M) 

(A-k) depending only on the state of turbulence and the other. c 
depending on the condition of the main stream. 

It Case of dl M = 0.2. 

The measurements of the heat transfer coefficient were carried 

out under the f~llowing condition, namely D = 1.9 em, U = 900 

cmlsec and diM = 0.2. Dryden's(4) measurements have beep, done in 

the case of diM ....:-. 0.2. According to his results, the decay of turbu~ 
lence oheys the following formula: 

Hence 

U/u' = 8.8 + 1.072 xl M, 

AIM = 2.16 (liIMu'//2. 

(10) 

(11) 

By computing the numericaI.values of u'/U and AIM from, the 
formulae, the relation between o",/(u'/U) and AIM was obtained. As 
can be seen from Fig. 12, in the case of diM = 0.2, the relation be~ 
tween (Jfi/(U'/U) and AIM is represented by ,the straight lines which 

have no inflection as former· case and is expressed by the formula: 

am = ~.30 (u'/U) (11M) (A-O.14). (12) 
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, 'l'he value <>f -the proportional coefficient cl. (==1.30) in this form ula 

agrees ,withthe.valu8,wp.ichwas obtained in the case of D =1;.9 

em, U ::::;.!;),OO,cm/sec andd/lY[='0.33. '¥oreQvel' the constant kt has 
I 

the value, 0.14, whieh is, the same value ih the'ca~e ofd/M=='O.33 

CFig.13)·' , 

D.lt) 
el. 

% 
0.01 

aoS 

007 

006 

00' 

"0;0+ 

QO;;! 

co, 

Fig. 12 Relatiolt betwee1t, u.",-/(~/V! 
andl.li'J{/or v,~riotisvalltes 
of M, dIM=O.2. 

Fig. 13 Ordinate (Ifi) rePresents the 
values of 1.Il}11oh.ere AIM 
-axis is cui by the straigh4 . 
lines ill Fig I2. 

d", 

0,01:1'''' 

0.00/). 

Fig~ l~ Relalion belwem a.", and w fOl 

v~~ious ~altte~ 0/ At a~d diM. 

00/ 0,2 o,J 114- o,~ 
"~ " ~ " 

Fig .. 15., . l(e~'fMo,ll ~fft1Oe~Il, 4/111.. ,!,!d .. 
. x which 'correspOnds I, the . 
m("nj11tUJlt,1 points, of, .tttriles 
in Pig. I4,XmiM' . . 

" Thus it can be' concluded that the relations,betweeni' the mean 

heat transfer,c<>efficient.and thestati'sticahfactoJ!s'oftul'bulence hI 

the. two' cases where: d/M::::; 0.2 and dIM ::;::0.33 are; ,exnllreSse,d, bY" the 

same formula (9) at least in the;regioll'past, t4Ehinfieetio]1' p()int. 

Thus theAormula (9) !seer.p:sto: hol.d iIith~5;a:riQus,tul;'bl.Hent'fi.elds 

produced by 'ithesq'ual'e:' me~hgrid~ havingvarioilS values :ofd/M. 

am in'thefourca'ses.dIM=0,2, 0.25, Q,33,a.ad;OAOwere plotted against 
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ill in Fig. 14. As> shown in this figure Gmtakesits'minimum value 
in ,each case at a certafuvalue ,Of ill,Le. airllln,wh:ichcor:t'esponds neatly 
to,the irtflectionpolnt of the straight· IiIlerepresentihg the relation 

between Gm/(u'/U}andA/Mj The valueo! ::triniuis aftinctioIiof diM 
and decreases with increasing diM, as shown in Fig. 15. More6,*':H,' 

the gradient of curve in the region of IV smaller than Xillin decreases 

with the value of d/J.tI and in the case of diM =0.2, the existence of 
a minimum point becomes uncertain. 

III. Heat' Transfer from the Surface of a, 
Thick Cylinder whose Axis is Parallel 
to the Direction of Main Stream. 

( i) METHOD OF EXPERIlYIEN'f,' 

The uppermost generating line of the cylinder was laid parallel 

to the direction of the main stream. When the diameter of the 
cylinder is sufficiently large, 

it may be looked upon as a, 
flat plate which is arranged 

to lay along the main. stream. 
In oder to avoid the dis~ , 

turbance of the stream by 
the edges, the wood pieces 

having the st~eam:line profil 

were attached to the ,both 
ends of the cylinder as seen .from PLATE 1. 

The therinojunctions were soldered at five points along the 
uppermostgenerating:,line of the <cylinde:t' which laid horizontally, 

In this measurement the temper.atUlie difi'el"ence:between the posi'
tions of ',variousangles,was::neglectedand;'the.temperature change 

along the axis 'Only: wasi'iconSidered:, 

The, distance'S'b'etween'the front edge, 'andeach',measllriIig point 
lare14.6, 21.8,29;< 3tiM 'and. 43.3 em respectively. The values of 
M ,are.' 5,····4.5,3.5and\;2,5 icm, ·:ahdthe' valueof'·d/M equals·().2. 
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The, local heat transfer coefficient I'~ . is gIven by the following 

formula. 

(13) 

where S is the surface area of the cylinder in cm2
• During this1:'11U, 

U was 740 cm/Sec •. 

(li) EXPERIMENTAL RESUlffS AND DL'lCUSSION. . . . 

(1) Relation between '(J.~ and l. 

In the caSe of M = 4.5 cm, the curves of (J.l vel'S l namely' the 

distribution of (I, along the uppermost generating line of the cylinder, 

are shown in Fig. 16·for various values QftV, the distance between 
grid and the front edge of the cylinder .. As seen from this figure, 

at decreases with increas~ng l. 

(2) Relation between.Jll. and X'+ h . 
• I • • 

In Fig. 17 at is. plotted against tV + i, the distance' of each measur;. 

illg pOlntftom the gri1, for'varibusvalues of l.When: 1 iscorrl
. par'ativelY small, there exists a' certain reg;:6non each clirve where 

3. 

i~ Localheattrdnsfel' i~et1'cimJ at as 
/ll'ltctio" 'of t. 
'. . 

Fig. 17 Local heat transfer (Jeff-dent 
(J.~ as/unction afx+!. 

(/.l rapidly increases with x+l. As 1 increases, that region is sh.ifted 

into the larger tV + l and the rate of increase of U , in this region 

li,ecreases• . Whenl hec9mesa~ollt 43.3 em, the region almost di~ 
:;lapPear:;j,, ' 
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(3)' RelJationbetw.een fli and tJhe statistical-factors of turbulence. 

For each measuring point (the distance from the grid = x + l) 
the statistical factors of turbulence (i.e. u'IU and J..fM) were computed 

} '''I' 
OD~ ~ ,t! ~ 

.~ "t '(Q.l ,~ '."';l' /. 

'" I' I~' 
or 4 II • ~ -t> 

",I. . 
I • 

,:::~ -;vJ. 1"1*6cm#;~<'<\""~' 

::~Lr " 2:. 

" ~ () '-Lq..L,.'-"-'-'--"--.,~s ~-'---'_L-..L.-....L._.l ~ 

. '/ 

, (eJ 
t= 4-3.3 'NH. 

Q"of -

'" <0, 

, Fig. 18 Relation between al IHu'jU) and 
AjM .lor various values .0.1 M 
7fJhm I is fixed . 

and fll/(U'/U) was plotted, against AIM, for various values of land 
11{ in Figs. 18 and 19. 

, ' 

As shown in these figures, the rela:tion between azl(u'IU) and 
A/M is represented by the straight li~es and th.e slope of these lines 
is a function of 1 and if l is fixed, the slope is quite independent of M • 

D.cH 

t,02 

0.10 0.12. O,lif. C.lo 

Fig. 19 Relation betwmz alj(zt'jU) and )./11£ 
.for' variouS valites. 0.1 I '7ohenM,:, 

. fixd ... 

.. 

Fig. 20 Ordinate (a/ ) represmts the 
values 0.1 AjM 7lJhe,'e ArM 
·axis is cut by the straight 
lines ,# .Pig, 18 . 

Denoting the points where the )./M....:axis is cut by these straight 

lines in Fig. 18 by a', a' is plotted against M in Fig. 20. The relation 
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1 

b:e~weeJil .u' anuM is independent of l. MOl"eo:Ver.derr0ting ·thepro-

portional coefficient of at l(u'IU) for AIM by c';eachstraight line in 
Fig. 18 is represented by the following formula: 

a~/(u'IU) = ·c'(A/M-a'). (14) 

From Fig. 20, 

a' =O.172/M. (15) 

Hence 

az = c'(u'IU) (11M) (l-0.172), (16) 

where c' is a function of l. 

e' is plotted against lin Fig 21. As can be seen from the figure, 

Ja: c.' 

.I'. . 
20 30 '. 4-0 ... ,' ~ 

Fig. 21 Troportional coefficient .c' as 

functilJ1t of I. 

"~<'.'~ 
. . ~!~ .. . "" 

" 
• c,."t 

,~~ 

H·U " '.- &:1 H S. H " 

Fig. 22 Proportional coetftcimt c' as 

fttnctio1Z if lOglORI. 

the influence of the state of turbulence on az becomes smaller with 
, I ' , .. • 

increases of l . 

. FroIn this fact it may be considered that in the cooling by forced 

convection, the heat transfer coefficient is controlled by thesta.te 
of flow in the boundary layer, while the state of flow is controlled 
by not only the st:;tte of turbulence contained in· the main stream, 

but also the historiY of the flow along the solid wall. 
In the case of flat plate or the floW' along the axis of the cylinder, 

the influence of the Mstory of the flo\y along the wall on the heat 

transfer coefficient becomes. more important than the case of the 
flow perpendicular ·to the .axis. III the other. word the influence of 
the history increases with 1 and predominates over the effect of 

turbulence. in the main stream. 
The relation betweenc' and 10gioRz is shown in Fig~ 22 or TABLE I 

!=lnd is expressed by the following formul~.: 

(17) 
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,where Rz! is, Reynolds number with ,regard to l. Accordingly a can 

be expressed; as follows: 

az = (8.97 -1.5(3loglO Hz) (u'jU) (11M) (~-O.172). (18) 

That is to say, the relation' between the heat transfer coefficient 
and the statistical factors of turbulence is represented by the 
formula of the same type (9) no matter whether the axis of the 
cylinder may 'be parallel or perpendicular to the direction of main 

stream. 

TABLE 1. Proportional coefficient and Reynolds number . 

. ,--_. _1_~:,~_.~_1 _~~ = Ul~_L_~OglO_~~ ___ ,_ ,i c 

]4.6 

21.8 

29.0 

36.1 

43.3 

7.2.104 

10.7.104 

. ]4.3.10-

17.8.104 

21.3.104 

4.857 

5.031 

5.155 

5.250 

5.329 

IV. Conclusion. 

1.35 

1.10 

0.84 

0.75 

0.72 

In thesiudy on the" relatiofi between ·theheat tranSfer co~

fficient and the st~tistical factors of turbulence, it is manifested 
that' the heat transfer coefficient js represented by the following 
simple formula (9) : 

a = C CUi Ii]) (l/M)'{t-k); 

Thus' the he'a i 'transfer" cbefficiEmt . can be' re pres~nie"d' by': the 
product of two quantities, the orle is (u'/U)(l/M) (;'''':''''k) which depends 
irpdn the state 'of turbulertceal8ne ahd the other is cwhich depends 
upon thestateofmains"ffeamalone ... " The ab6ve'described formula 

holds no matter whethertheax1sof the cylinder maybe'a·fra.ilge'd 
so as tope perpendicular Or parall131 to the direction :of' !hain 'streani: 
The physical ni'e3:11ing"of ~, h~weYer;;diffe:rs slightly from each Other, 

namely' in the former case c is a fUnction M'the"diameter"ofthe 
cylind~rand the: velocity'of mahistream;'whilki in theUttter' case 

c is a function of Reynolds :riumbe'r,'provided thai;" the distance' is 

takel1,!'\.s the one from the front ,edge of the; crlindef, 
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In the treatment of the exp~rim.ental results the values of the 

statistical factors of turbulence used above are those which are 
." . ':: i ,: .. " ! ~ ,J."'. " ~ "" _ " ,". "; '. ,.:' : i "'. 

available,in, t:p.e, isotropic turbulent field. The value1=! of tlle sta-
* • ,.- • - ',!.- . .- ,,>' ;'." 1 

tistical factors. of turbulence which influence the. heat transfer . . . '. ..' . . . ...... .,. . . 

coefficien.t most for pr,actical purpo~es,. howe,ver,arethose whjchar.e 

available only in the neighbourhood of a solid wall. When tta tur

bulence is produced by the square mesh grid, the turbulent field 

sufficiently far from the grid may be looked upon as the isotropic 

turbulent field, and the effect of shadow of the grid no longer 
appears. 

If the solid body is placed in the isotropic turbulent field, how

ever, the tangential component of the turbulent velocity u' in tne 

neighbourhood of the sudace of solid becomes larger than the normal 

component v'. Consequently the condition of the isotropic turbulence 

is not satisfied in this region. As long as the condition of e1eiso

tropic turbulence is satisfied, however, the following formula~ hold: 

U/u' = const + (5/A2) (x/M), 
).jM = A (V/MU')lh, 

Accordingly the values of u'jU and ).jM used in this paper differ 

from the values in the neighbourhood of the solid wall. It may be 

thought that the values of u'jU and AIM in the neighbourhood of the 

solid wall are certain fraction of the vfllues in the isotropic turbulent 

field (i.e. the values used in this paper). Accordingly if the values 

in the neighbourhood of solid wall are used, a different proportional 

coefficient should be used, and notwithstanding the formula repre
senting the relation between the heat transfer coefficient and the 

statistical factors of turbulence may be kept valid. 

From this experiment a clue may be give!! to the investigation 
of the mechanism of the heat transfer phenomena from the surface 

of solid body in the turbulent air stream. 

In conclusion, the author wishes to express her sincere thanks 

to Professor Y. Ikeda for his kind guidance. 
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